2

Methodology and Assumption Deficiencies

The DEIR contains important problems or misunderstandings in analysis methods and assumptions.

2.1

Comparing the Project to 300 Airport Boulevard

The Analysis appears to closely follow the methods and significance thresholds from the recently approved 300
Airport Boulevard project in the City of Burlingame. At the outset, it is important to consider the differences
between the Project and 300 Airport Boulevard despite the similar analysis methods and conclusions.
Project is Order of Magnitude Larger
Compared to 300 Airport Boulevard, the Project includes development over potentially 35-40 times more
acreage, 10-14 times more buildable square feet, much higher maximum building heights and widths, a windsurfing impact area 4-8 times larger, and a building footprint that is not even known at this time. Unlike
300 Airport Boulevard, the Project is so large that it could not even be modeled in the wind tunnel as one
complete piece.
To our knowledge, typical use of wind tunnel modeling for considering structure impacts on pedestrians or
windsurfing activity has been limited to much smaller scale projects on the order of tens of acres or less for
which specific building footprints and site plan details have been established.
300 Airport Boulevard and Executive Park are examples of such smaller scale projects. By comparison, this
Project and its surrounds encompass thousands of acres with few final building and site plan details.
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Figure 5: Possible Project Building Heights
The final Project building and site configuration is unknown at this time. One possible configuration from the DEIR is shown here. The building heights, a portion of the Practical Sailing Area,
the Recology and expansion area, and the Executive Park project [2] were added along with the
West-Northwest wind lines. To obtain building height above sea level, the figures shown should
be increased by 25’ to account for the projected finished grade elevation above sea level. The final
finished grade elevation is actually unknown at this time but could be substantially higher than
25’ according to the DEIR. From the North edge of the Recology area to the South edge of the
“Office R & D - 1” use shown, there is a virtual wall of projected approximately 4,200’ of intense
multi-story or high clear span construction at a minimum of approximately 500’ from the water’s
edge and directly in the path of wind flow from the Alemany Gap to the Resource.

No Contingency Factor For Potential Modeling Error
It seems that using a wind tunnel to analyze a Project of this scale and uncertainty cannot yield the same
confidence level as for smaller scale projects for which wind tunnel analysis is typically used in environmental
impact studies.
Given the large number of simplifying assumptions and shortcuts that were required to obtain results, one
could not be as confident that the Analysis accurately projects the likely impact. These assumptions and
shortcuts may have drastically altered the conclusions of the Analysis.
Despite this concern, precise measurements were reported in the Analysis with no reported allowance for
modeling error, no sensitivity analysis to reveal the potential effect of modeling errors, and no field testing
to demonstrate that the model has any connection to reality whatsoever.
Creating prototype models to assess risk before construction is a reasonable way to mitigate uncertainty.
However, if the prototype itself is too uncertain in its ability to represent the actual Project, the result of
the modeling effort will be of little value [8]. In professional engineering, a contingency factor is usually
considered to deal with unaccounted uncertainty.
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Inaccurate Impact Area

The true impact area at CPSRA, herein referred to as the Practical Sailing Area (Figure 6), is much smaller
and closer to the Western shore (along Highway 101) than indicated in the sailing area described in the
DEIR. The Practical Sailing Area begins immediately off the shore along Highway 101, which places it at a
minimum distance of 500’ downwind of the Project Area1 .

Figure 6: Practical Sailing Area
The true sailing area used by most sailors most of the time. Sailing closer to shore mitigates
equipment failure hazard, makes returning to shore safer especially when wind speeds drop unexpectedly, and provide smoother water less affected by wind swell. The Practical Sailing Area
begins roughly 500’ downwind of the Project.

The DEIR identifies a subset of area that can be utilized at CPSRA under certain wind conditions for a
certain class of sailor and windsurfing equipment. This area was based on GPS tracks of sailing at CPSRA
(see Figure 7). However, this area is not typical given most common wind conditions and the classes of sailors
and windsurfing equipment most frequently using the site. Most windsurfing activity takes place within a
much smaller range closer to the launch site (see Figure 6).
The overwhelming majority of sailors typically do not venture beyond a smaller area closer to the shore
due to hazard of equipment failure, the fact that conditions in these downwind and offshore areas are more
affected by larger wind swell, and the difficulty of returning to the launch based on the points of sail possible
under typical off-shore wind directions.
On lighter wind days, the stronger winds are closer to the Western shore. On stronger wind days, the
smoother water also tends to be closer to the Western shore. Also for winds that are angled more to the
North, windsurfing reaches typically terminate very close to the Western shore in order to stay upwind and
be able to return to the launch.
1 All

linear measurements in these Comments are approximate but as accurate as possible.
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Figure 7: Practical Sailing Area in Context of the Analysis Impact Area
The DEIR used GPS tracks (shown in blue) to inform an impact study area. Possible impact
measurement points are shown in yellow. The tracks do not cover the range of wind directions,
wind strengths, or equipment common at CPSRA. The tracks cover a possible sailing area for
some conditions and equipment, not the exclusive, most practical, most common, or safest area.
The DEIR does not assess the entire area covered by these tracks or practically sailable at CPSRA.
The unexamined portion of the Practical Sailing Area shown in green would be most impacted by
the Project as it is closest. The DEIR took new measurements at only 13 of these yellow points in
the Practical Sailing Area on average for each of the primary wind directions (W, WNW, NW).
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There is no information about what conditions or equipment were used to produce the GPS tracks. The
most regular reach angle recorded in those GPS tracks suggests a West wind. West-Northwest and Northwest
winds would reveal a substantially different pattern. The effective sailing area actually shrinks and moves
regularly closer to the Western shore for more Northerly prevailing wind conditions.
There is no justification for why the Analysis should only assess some arbitrary sub-area for impacts. For
completeness and to be faithful to the public interests, it is just as reasonable to expect that the entire area
be examined for impacts, especially considering that the areas that were not examined are closest to the
Project and therefore most likely to be negatively impacted.
The Analysis considered some areas that were not covered by GPS tracks, while it ignored other regions that
were covered. At best the Analysis starts out with an incomplete and apparently arbitrary area over which
to consider impacts.
By comparison, the EIR for the adjacent Executive Park project (approximately 10% the size of the Project)
began its wind impact study from the boundaries of that project to an area 1,000’ East of the CPSRA launch
site, encompassing the entire downwind wake that could potentially impact the CPSRA [2]. The Analysis for
this Project does not even attempt to measure any points within 1,000’ of the Western shore of the Practical
Sailing Area, which would be the area closest to the Project and the most impacted by the Project.
Sailing predominantly within the Practical Sailing Area is not limited to certain types of
windsurfing activities or certain skill levels. The Analysis examined a small portion of the
total CPSRA sailable area and did not examine those areas most likely to be impacted
by the Project. Impact in this Practical Sailing Area is much more critical.

Figure 8: Sailing Upwind at Candlestick
The windsurfer shown above is sailing upwind at CPSRA within the Practical Sailing Area.
During stronger wind days such as shown here, smoother water is located upwind. Despite GPS
tracks considered in the Analysis that shows sailing in this region, the upwind area closest to the
Project and most potentially impacted was largely ignored in the Analysis.
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Sparse and Incomplete Measurement of Potential Project Impacts

Reported measurement of projected impact due specifically to the Project on the Practical Sailing Area was
sparse and incomplete. Collectively across the primary wind directions (W, WNW, and NW), less than 25%
of the Practical Sailing Area was reported covered by new impact measurement data collected specifically
for the Project.
Use of Old Data in Place of New Measurements
To augment the sparse coverage, data from an older EIR [2] that does not model the Project was included.
This use of “filler data” was done with the unsubstantiated presumption that it is simply impossible that
certain portions of the impact area could be affected by the Project under certain conditions.
This presumption ignores contradictory on-the-ground observations and does not consider the actual Practical Sailing Area being potentially impacted.
Therefore, the conclusions of the Analysis are based to a large extent on measurement data from an EIR that
does not model the Project and on large sections of the impact area having no measurement data whatsoever.
Over the 220 acres or more of water area contained in the Practical Sailing Area, zero new impact analysis
points were reported for Northwest wind (Figure 9), 12 new impact analysis points were reported for WestNorthwest wind (Figure 10), and 28 new impact analysis points were reported for West wind (Figure 11).
Collectively, the new impact analysis data points that were reported cover less than 1/4 of the total Practical
Sailing Area for these three primary wind directions.
New Measurements Show Substantial Impact
Notwithstanding the sparse analysis of the Practical Sailing Area, among the reported newly collected measurement data points, negative impacts between 5% and 11% in mean wind speed reduction were shown 58%
of the time.
For the desirable West-Northwest primary wind direction, 10 out of 12 of the reported newly collected measurement data points predicted a potential 5% or greater mean wind speed reduction, even though only
roughly 1/6 of the Practical Sailing Area was covered by reported measurement data points newly collected
specifically for this Project for this primary wind direction.
The Analysis shows increased negative impact closer to Highway 101, yet there are no impact measurement
points reported within the Practical Sailing Area within 1,000’ of the shore or less meaning some of the most
likely impacted areas were not included in the Analysis.
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Figure 9: Reported Impact Analysis Points Northwest Wind
Mean wind speed reduction impact reported data points in the Practical Sailing Area from the
DEIR for primary wind from the Northwest. No data points were reported for Northwest wind
in the Practical Sailing Area. Data points shown are for the 2012 Analysis not including the
data from the 2009 Executive Park EIR [2] that does not model the Project as far as we can
discern. Percentages refer to change in R-value for the Developer Sponsored Project versus existing
conditions.
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Figure 10: Reported Impact Analysis Points West-Northwest Wind
Mean wind speed reduction impact reported data points in the Practical Sailing Area from the
DEIR for primary wind from the West-Northwest. 12 data points were reported for WestNorthwest wind in the Practical Sailing Area. Data points shown are for the 2012 Analysis
not including the data from the 2009 Executive Park EIR [2] that does not model the Project as
far as we can discern. Percentages refer to change in R-value for the Developer Sponsored Project
versus existing conditions.
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Figure 11: Reported Impact Analysis Points West Wind
Mean wind speed reduction impact reported data points in the Practical Sailing Area from the
DEIR for primary wind from the West. 28 data points were reported for West wind in the Practical
Sailing Area. Data points shown are for the 2012 Analysis not including the data from the 2009
Executive Park EIR [2] that does not model the Project. Percentages refer to change in R-value
for the Developer Sponsored Project versus existing conditions.

2.4

Vague and Arbitrary Modeling Assumptions

It is unclear what aspects of the Project were modeled in the Analysis. Little detail was provided as to what
was included in the model.
In an apparent attempt to deal with the limitations of the wind tunnel, it appears that important portions of
the upwind or adjacent topography were not accounted for at all. The Analysis does not model the complex
interrelationship of features of the entire system and surroundings even though it states that the cumulative
impact on the Resource could be higher. It could not accomplish this because the wind tunnel physically
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did not allow the Project to be modeled as a complete system but rather required the model to be analyzed
in separate pieces.
Due to the chaotic nature of wind and scope of the Project, it is practically impossible to accurately represent
the multitude of factors that include channeling wind at different primary directions within the area modeled due to complex topography, micro-systems of persistent vortices, eddies, and wind shadows, variance
according to temperature and source of the wind (high pressure gradient or thermal gradient), the impact of
substantial wind swell on turbulence [15], the impact of local thermal variation caused by development (e.g.
“heat bubbles” due to large areas of paved surface), thermal induced convection cells resulting in upwelling
and turbulent eddies, the different characteristics of the upwind topography and the CPSRA during higher
and lower wind conditions, and others.
In discussions with ESA, it was revealed that what was modeled was supposed to be the “worst case” in
terms of impact to the CPSRA. It is hard to know a priori what constitutes worst case, especially when the
criteria for acceptable use of the Resource is not even defined. There are at least two variables of interest
including reduction in mean wind speed and increase in wind turbulence intensity. The relationship between
these two variables is complex.
One can imagine approximating the Project with a single large wall the height of which represents the
maximum possible building height for the entire Project. Presumably this would result in maximum wind
speed reduction impact. Alternatively, one can imagine modeling the Project with a series of buildings of
varying heights and gaps to try to achieve the maximum surface roughness. Presumably this would result in
the maximum wind turbulence intensity increase impact but not necessarily the largest possible wind speed
reduction. In absence of the actual site plan and building details, it is unclear how one can evaluate the
“worst case” impacts with only a single model that would simultaneously maximize both of these impact
variables.
Modeling an Undefined Project with Certainty
As Project site plan and programming details are not yet defined, it is unknown how the Project could
be faithfully modeled without a thorough examination of alternatives, which was not reported. The DEIR
presents impact results as if they are the only possible outcome.
In reality, the results are highly dependent on the finished base elevation, actual placement and configuration
of buildings, heights, orientations, clusterings, density, massings, regularity, streamlining, on-site and off-site
topography, open space, landscaping, impervious surface, surrounding development such as inclusion of the
Executive Park buildout and proposed Recology expansion, and other factors that are not known at this
time.
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Figure 12: Some of the Existing Upwind Structures and Roughness
The existing upwind conditions include a variety of industrial, commercial, and residential uses
in addition to the complex topography including the Alemany Gap and San Bruno Mountain.
The current Brisbane Baylands site has been evolving dramatically since 2010 as soil recycling
and processing have created mounds of dirt 60’ or more from adjacent grades. Modeling this
complex topography and surface roughness with the variety of wind sources, conditions, thermal
influences, roughness conditions, friction coefficients, seasonal factors, and other components is
very complex, especially as the existing conditions continue to change.

Impact Area Not Fully Analyzed
The Analysis does not even attempt to analyze the impact of the Project on certain areas of the CPSRA
under certain primary wind directions. The claim in the DEIR that it is impossible under certain wind
directions for the Project to have meaningful influence on certain portions of the CPSRA is unsubstantiated
and is inconsistent with real observable conditions.
This claim was not verified through field testing, and to our knowledge, none of the results in the model were
verified by field testing. It is critical that models of this sort are calibrated and benchmarked to real-world
observations to insure they are realistic [7].
The Project and its surrounds is a huge area where wind comes in through the Alemany Gap as well as
over and behind the San Bruno Mountain and through the gaps and passes just to the North. Accurately
modeling the variety of wind sources through these gaps, the upwind topography, and considering the entire
extent of impact on the CPSRA are reasonable requirements that were not fulfilled in the Analysis.
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Figure 13: Alemany Gap Wind Funnel
The wind that flows from the Pacific Ocean, over and around Lake Merced, and through the
Alemany Gap is the primary wind source for the CPSRA. The Alemany Gap is bounded on the
south by the San Bruno Mountain. It is the largest pass through the City of San Francisco. Wind
reaches CPSRA from around various passes, hills, valleys, and knobs. Wind at different points in
the CPSRA may have arrived through one of many different paths. It is hard to determine which
of the several different paths will produce the dominant wind at any specific point in the sailing
area. Many factors such as coastal and inland temperatures, wind direction on the coast, pressure
gradient, cut-off micro weather systems, and others contribute to the conditions on the water.

It seems likely that these assumptions would cause the Analysis to understate the true extent to which projected impacts under certain wind conditions will be manifest throughout the CPSRA and Practical Sailing
Area. Again these assumptions seem as though they had more to do with convenience for modeling the
Project and the limitation of the size of the wind tunnel facility that meant the portions of the Project had
to be modeled and tested in separate strips.
Over such a large area and with such varied topography including high large knobs, valleys, and mountains
in the vicinity, the primary wind direction often changes depending on the location within the CPSRA and
Practical Sailing Area. It is well known by sailors at CPSRA that the wind seems to “fan out” of the
Alemany Gap creating more westerly flows along the launch shore and more northerly flows towards the
shore adjacent to Highway 101. Different maximum upwind points of sail possible throughout the CPSRA
demonstrate that it is physically impossible that only a single wind direction prevails for the entire sailing
area at any given time.
On some days, the primary wind source is limited to the Alemany Gap. On other days, wind flows over or
behind the San Bruno Mountain or more significantly through other passes in addition to the Alemany Gap.
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Figure 14: Fog Showing Alemany Gap Wind Patterns
Fog flowing through the Alemany Gap and Visitacion Valley illustrates how the wind that builds
along the coast is channeled to CPSRA.

Visible Evidence of Likely Extent of Impacts
Anyone can visit the launch site at CPSRA and view the effects of wind shadows created by upwind structures such as the existing Recology facility or existing upwind topography. Such upwind structures and
topographical influence within the Project area could begin as close as 500’ West of the Practical Sailing
Area.
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Figure 15: Upwind Wind Shadows
Large upwind structures such as the Recology trash processing facility create wind shadows that
block the wind, creating persistent far-reaching wind shadows or large turbulent wakes. The scale,
proximity, and configuration of these upwind structures bear striking similarities to those upwind
of Oyster Point Marina and Foster City Lagoon. Office buildings for the likes of Genentech and
Visa created wind shadows that forced those sailing sites to be abandoned.

Perturbations in the water are visible from shore or higher vantage points to the West as persistent differences in sun glitter [14] and coloration due to water surface roughness caused by wind flow.
This visible evidences demonstrates both the near and far-reaching influence of upwind structures that is
substantially more pervasive and extensive than what is predicted by the Analysis even for existing conditions.
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Figure 16: Visible Late Morning Wind Pattern
As wind rises, glassy light-colored water surface turns darker and rougher. Visual inspection of
water surface during these transition times reveals how upwind topography affects wind distribution, strength and turbulence.

Visual observation of sailing patterns from shore further confirm the influence of existing upwind features.
Dramatic decreases in windsurfing sailing speeds at persistent points in the CPSRA sailing area reveal the
effects of the wind shadows and turbulence-inducing upwind features. These wind “holes” are consistent in
location. If such disruptions become too common or too large, sailing becomes impossible.
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Figure 17: Water Color Patterns Caused By Surface Roughness
Water color reveals surface roughness created by wind flow. Existing upwind topography creates
regular substantial longitudinal disruptions that persist throughout the Practical Sailing Area.
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Figure 18: Water Color Patterns Caused By Surface Roughness
At a higher vantage point, the variability of existing wind patterns is revealed. Offshore wind near
shore is notoriously turbulent and prone to wind shadows and effects of buildings, topography,
and vegetation.
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Figure 19: Detail on Existing Upwind Dirt Mounds
Soil processing operations including mounding have already contributed to high turbulence in the
Critical Sailing Area that often creates dangerous or impractical sailing conditions.

Additional Limitations of the Analysis Method
Even during a single day many different environmental patterns may occur. The overlap or transition of
these environmental patterns is extremely complex. It is also well known that non-stationary wind conditions
and seasonal variation introduce complexities that are difficult to model but can be substantial.
Furthermore, it is well known that converting shorter periods of estimates for mean wind speeds to longer
periods is not straightforward. The mean wind estimates should be measured for as long as is practical to
insure that sampled values span the range of extreme values and converge to an accurate estimate of the
true mean. The Analysis was conducted over extremely short periods measured in just a few seconds but
extrapolated to consider any other arbitrary substantially longer time frame.
Other issues with the Analysis include using a wind tunnel wind source that does not encompass the wind
range for the extreme values regularly experienced at CPSRA. Measurements in this wind tunnel also were
done using hot-wire anemometer sensors that are known to have significant biases or limitations under certain
conditions. The DEIR acknowledges that the accuracy of these instruments is within 5%. Such a margin is
shown herein to have large potential impact on the Resource.
The objective of the DEIR Analysis is not to base a significance claim or lack thereof on
presumption or convenient shortcuts. Faithfully and professionally representing the public
interest requires engaging in thorough, accurate, unbiased, and representative testing that
corresponds to real-world conditions and best engineering practices.

